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Dear Dr. Trapp: 

Attached is IM 06002.01.302.520, “Dynamic Controls on Summit and Flank Eruptions of Basalt.” 
This report presents the results of numerical and experimental investigations on the fluid 
dynamic processes associated with the flow of basaltic magma through volcanoes with multiple 
vent systems. The focus of these investigations is to develop an enhanced understanding of the 
complex processes associated with the segregation of gas from flowing magma in subsurface 
conduit systems containing multiple vents. Basaltic volcanoes with multiple vents are analogs 
for the possible occurrence of secondary breakouts from subsurface drifts potentially 
intersected by magma, which has high significance to repository performance calculations. 

These investigations indicate that much of the erupted mass may effuse through either the 
primary or secondary vent, depending on the relative elevation difference between the vents 
and the pressure and gas flux in the magma system. With relatively high gas fluxes and low 
elevation-difference between the vents, summit vents tend to erupt vigorously with relatively 
less vigorous activity occurring at the flank vent. Although the flank-vent magmas may be 
relatively degassed, a larger magma flux may occur at the flank vent due to lower effective 
driving pressures necessary for lateral flow. In contrast, larger elevation difference between 
summit and flank vents, or lower gas fluxes in the magma system, tends to decrease mass 
eruption rates in the summit system and allows for less vigorous eruption styles to occur. The 
numerical and experimental models in these investigations are applied to observations at 
basaltic central vent volcanoes and scoria cone volcanoes, and provide additional insights on 
the first-order processes that may affect the flow of magma through subsurface conduit systems 
that include horizontal or low-angle flow pathways. 
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Following NRC review and acceptance of this report, staff plans to submit this report to the 
journal, Bulletin of Volcanology, for publication. Thus, the report is formatted following this 
journal’s requirements. If you have any questions, please contact Dr. Brittain Hill at 
21 0-522-6087 or me at 21 0-522-51 83. 
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Manager, Geology & Geophysics 
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